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Premium Feeding Station assembly instructions 
 

Contents 

A          B         

Ground base part A              Ground base part B 
    

 

C             Spiked end to go through the ground base and into the ground 

 

D  
                                                                   Screw end, thread end 

 

E  
                                                                   Screw end, hollow end 
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 F   
                                   Water bowl, mesh bowl and frame 

 

G  
                                                Hooks 

 

H  
           Hooks with butterfly top 
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Instructions 
 
Advice 
If you want to build upwards, the ground base will stand freely on an even floor or can go in 
the ground ahead of building the rest. Otherwise leaving the ground base to one side, build 
laying the structure flat on the ground, only lifting when you are ready to place it in your 
garden (recommended).  
NB If you want to use a patio base you will not require the ground base.  
 
 

To build: 
1. Slot ground base part B into ground base part A, do not tighten the screw. If placing in 

the ground to build upwards do so now. 
2. Slot part C into the ground base and tighten the ground base screw to secure. If you 

have already placed the ground base into the ground ensure that pole C goes into the 
ground at the same or similar depth to the ground base forks. The spiked end should 
help the pole go into the ground. 

3. Screw part D into part C 
4. Screw part E into part D, you should now have one long pole 
5. Slide part F (the metal frame for the water bowl and mesh tray) over the top of the pole 

and fix where you wish using the screw. We recommend at least 1.2m from the ground 
to enable birds to evade cats. Once fixed place the water bowl and mesh tray in the 
frame.  

6. Ensuring the screws are fully unwound but not loose, leaving no obstruction on parts G 
and H. 

7.  Slide part G over the top, followed by part H. When part H is on as far as it will go, 
slide part G up to meet it and screw both in place. You should have a 4-way set of 
hook arms (North, East, South and West). 

 

 


